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THOMAS BATEMAN, BARROW OPENER
Bv G. A. Lrsrrn

(University of Sheffield, Department of English Language)

Thomas Bateman is the best-known Derbyshire archaeologist and was in his short
life the most active in collecting, recording and preserving the antiquities of his locality,
prolific in publication, generous in assistance to fellow antiquaries, ahd liberal in granting
access to his remarkable museum, the most important sections of which are now kep
in- Sheffield. Though spoken of in terms of high praise in his lifetime and for many years
afterwards, Bateman has suffered an eclipse and his reputation has dwindled, io that
in 196l the centenary ofhis death passed virtually unnoticed and it has become customary
today to dwell upon his faults rather than to respect and admire his knowledge and
industry. This essay does not seek to reinstate Bateman, but calls for a little juslice in
astsessing him. If he is to be judged, let it be on the basis of the facts and by comparison
with his contemporaries; for if hindsight alone is used, which of today's archaeologists
will survive the test one hundred years from now?

The few facts which are commonly known of his life are mostly from the obituary
notices written by his friend Llewellynn Jewitt.l Bateman was from a well-established
Derbyshire family and was born in Rowsley in 1821. He died in 1861 aged only 39 and
his comparative youth, therefore, should be a factor in our assessment of his career,
for at the start of his publicly-known archaeological work he was only 22. Two older
members of his family were particularly influential in moulding Thomas's character.
One was his father, William Bateman, F.S.A., who was an assiduous collector, published
in Archaeologia, and seems to have inspired his only son with interests much like his
own. The other was his grandfather, also called Thomas, who became guardian when
William died in 1835, when his son was 14. Thomas Bateman Senior was purchaser of
the family estates at Middleton near Youlgreave, a man of wealth and therefore well
able to give his grandson a good education. At his death in 1847 Thomas was left with
the knowledge and the means to pursue his great passions of barrow-digging and
collecting. He occupied Middleton Hall and Lomberdale House and in the latter arranged
a museum from the collection which had been begun by his father. Young Thomas
received affection from his grandparents, as their surviving letters make clear, which
helped compensate for the death of his mother, which had happened during his first year.
In the year of his grandfather's death he married a local girl, Sarah Parker, by whom
he lad a daughter in 1848, then a son, Thomas William, and three more daughters
(1852-58). Thomas William did not share his father's passion for archaeology, but the
museum was kept together by provision of will until in 1876 application was made to
the Court of Chancery for the removal of the bulk of the collection on permanent loan
to Sheffield. In 1893 the Court authorised the sale of the collection, and all the items
of particular interest in Derbyshire, Yorkshire and Staffordshire were bought by the
Corporation of Sheffield for the City Museum

The character of the man is strangely elusive, and perhaps this is one of the factors
contributing to the romanticism of his name, which continues locally despite his tarnished
archaeological reputation. He is described by those who knew him ai naturally timid
and retiring, simple and unaffected in his manners, seeming to the casual observer to
lack geniality, but warm and generous to his friends. Uncomfortable among the overtly
learned, he took little active interest in the Society of Antiquaries. He did read an early
paper before them, but it was never published in print. Instead he became a loyal member
of the newly-formed British Archaeological Association, in whose journal he published
many of his finds, and expressed the view that 'those retiring spirits who shiink from
the chilling atmosphere of more aged societies, now breathe a more congenial air, and
revel in the sunshine of a younger and more generous assembly'.2 He 

-had a passion
for collecting, ?nd reorganised and reclassified the material which had been lirought
together by his father, adding to it by his own excavations and by purchase and donations
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from others. He was essentially a practical archaeologist and was proud to refer to himself
in his published works as an openier of barrows. Yettespite the rigorous fieldwork which
must fiave been necessary he is described in the obituaiies as weak and sickly. He died

suddenly after only two days of illness and was buried at Middleton'
Thomas Bateman, then, is remembered for and through his archaeological _work, which

is described in his own published books and articles, in the large amount of manuscript
material which he left, ind in the accounts of others. From these sources we can learn
something of his aims'and ideals as well as of his methods of fieldwork and excavation,
thi itandird of his archaeological reports, and the arrangement of his museum. And
if we are to make any assessm6nt of his achievement, w9 wrll need_ to consider the work
of near contemporaries, particularly those who excavated in Derbyshire and the adjoining
counties. ,. * *

It is not surprising that we learn little about Bateman's_preparatory fieldwork from
his excavation reporis, which are concerned more with end products than with means'

Occasionally we are told that an inconspicuous barrow was spolted in the course of
fieldwalking or at the time that another iearby was being dug.3 Bateman records that
ui oo" time] while walking over Stanton Mooi with his friends Samuel Carrington and

Stephen Glover, the party-noticed a number of bones which had been scratche4 up !y
iat^Uits. They s6t to wori< with their pocket knives, then borrowed a hack and sp^ade

iro- un adj6ining farm. The results i,f their labours w91e. tlrq pieces of three or four
urns and th6 saminumber of incense cups'.4 Bateman and his friends were always careful
to secure the permission of landowners, who sometimes attended during the openings's
The advantage of being the local expert in the subject was that Bateman was olten notlfted
of cisual di"scoveries"and was qirick to arrive at any disturbed site which looked
promising.o In the absence of much of Bateman's own correspondence (the many letters
ivhich suivive were mainly written to him) we are dependent on more dubious evidence
for the details of his prepirations for fieldwork. For instance, the poem Bqrrow DigSinS

ty'a Barrow Knighti, tliough written in a lighthearted vein perhaps gives a.trtre picture
oithe enthusiasm 6ngendere[ by an erening airong friends ofsirnilar antiquarian interests,
which stimulated th-em to set up the do=g-cart ind venture out on a barrow-digging
expedition: In talk like this the night advanced,

No eye once towards the timepiece glanced;
For all in fact possessed the will,
To make both iun and moon stand still.
While old wives' tales and village gossip,

?lf '.1,11i,:1tr3.:ttE,rL11?',li,l3i',#le;,,,,
There's naught on earth like barrow digging!z

More is known about the actual excavation procedure. The party often included
Stephen Glover, author of The History gfthe. County.lf.peplshir9.(,1.829),.wlto€ssrsted
in clompiling Vestiges of the Antiquitieiof Derbyshire (1848),Samuel Mitchell the Sheffield
;r;iqdr),, In. nju. Slephen Isiacson, who was reading papers with Bateman at the

iuiii|ti i,i..tings of tli6 Brjtish Archaeological Assoc-iafion, Samuel. Carrjngton of
W&o;, S[troiArnir", Frederick Lock, wh6 made on-the-spo.t drawin-gs, Bateman's
father-inJaw William'Paiker, and various friends of the family. The frontispiece.of'B;;;;; 

Diigins is i;fuiit fut detineation' of the scene on 28th $ry l8a!, when a number
of tt 

"re 
wiie p"resent at the opening of Taylor's Lowe, Wetton.8 On at least one occasion

Mrs. Batemari was present anh succ-eeded in losing her gold cameo ring of classical design,

an accident which bateman humorously reflected might send some future excavator on

a false trail.e
The object of barrow opening at this time was mainly the acquisition of antiquities

foitie nrimirous f.iuate c6lections and new provincial museums *hich were everywhere

L;il; fi;il;a-i, ih; lett 
".ntu.y. 

Despite ^Bateman's avowed and evident interest in
i"f"tirg 

"U:i"tr 
syste*uiicatly t<i earlt' societies, his terminology and sometimes his

iategoiic siatements r"rt. it'.t.ur thai it was the special and wdll-preserved skeleton
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or artefact rather than the ordinary and fragmentary that he was mainly interested in.
We are told that in one barrow he found five flint instruments 'of no particular interest',
and that in another'nothing was found on this occasion more interesting than the remains
of two human skeletons, and some fragments of an urn'.10 At othbr times it is the
excitement of 'success' which betrays the prime motive, as in a bleak spot on a wet, cold
day in June 1845, when a continuous sequence of discoveries 'kept up the excitement,
and the inclemency of the weather was disregarded'.ll In a barrow near ehurch Sterndale,
Bateman and his fellows were annoyed by the appearance of a considerable quantity
of water which prevented any view of the floor of the grave and made it necessary 'tir
fish for the expected treasure'. They were rewarded with a drinking cup, a skeleton, a
jet stud and two flints.12 Digging sometimes was done for more casual motives, as when
Bateman worked a little in a large barrow 'to occupy the afternoon' or when 'having
been repulsed in an application for liberty to open a mound . . . . . near Cotton, we
amused ourselves with some unsuccessful digging in the Cauldon Hill group of tumuli'.I3

The usual manner of excavating a barrow was to dig a trench through the centre,
but occasionally, where there was some difficulty, such as an extensive growth of trees,
the sinking ofa hole was resorted to. It is only rarely that other approaches were recorded,
but it seems that sometimes trenches were dug from the foui iardinal points, 'which
left very little of the mound unexplored'. At other times Bateman records with evident
satisfaction that 'no pains were spared in removing a large area of the artificial soil,
until the rock came into view'.l4 Trenches often followed devious, unplanned routes as
evidlnce of a promising deposit, such as charcoal or a declination in the soil, was spotted.
Lacking neatness, they sometimes became unsafe, such as an excavation of l84iwhich
had to be abandoned at a depth of six feet. The hazards were increased by the practice
of undercutting, which became necessary when an awkwardly-placed wail crossed the
barrow. In 1843 at Cross Lowe, near Parwich, a skeleton was accidentally discovered
near the surface when the skull fell down owing to the ground being undercut for the
purpose of following up traces of other skeletons. Another practice which the present-day
archaeologist would find reprehensible is the abandonment of an excavation on the
grounds of its difficulty. This was sometimes the case where a barrow or cairn was found
to be built mainly of large stones.15

Digging was seldom allowed to take long, a day or less being considered quite sufficient
under normal circumstances. Frequently two barrows were opened in one day, particularly
if the first proved to have been rifled.16 On 15th May I 845 four barrows were examined,
but 'owing to the shortness of time allowed by the length of the day. . . . . nothing
decisive could be ascertained, except a conviction of the impolicy of attempting to explore
so many barrows in one day'.tt The length of time needed for an opening could not
always be foreseen, however, and in November 1848 the party was obliged to clear out
a Erave by candlelight. Such expedients were often made necessary by the length of the
'season', which sometimes extended to include barrow openings in February or even
December.l8

Bateman achieved the opening, under his personal inspection, of over 200 barrows
by the usual practice of employing labourers to do the bulk of the digging. Details of
labourers'expenses are given in letters from Samuel Carrington respectlng barrows dug
on Bateman's behalf. So we read: 'January l2th, l6th,20th, 1849 at Alstonefield, one
man316; the same dates, for boy and ale ll-; ale 3d; paid two men and for beer 4/3'.
There seems to have been a good deal of private enterprise among the labourers, which
accounts for ma4y entries such as 'flints 8d.'19 Usually we hear nothing of the labour
force in the published reports, but Bateman once attributes the failure to find a primary
interment to the negligence of his workmen who, being left to themselves, were not
sufficiently careful;'on this account, nothing of the slightest interest occurred, all that
was found being the bones of two human skeletons, animal bones, and the remains of
rats, in a confused heap just beneath the turf.'2o And again, stimulated by the lack of
success of earlier excavations, Bateman records a determined finat effort in 1848 to
disclose the primary interment in the large barrow at Steep Low, to which end (we are
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told) two men were constantly employed for a fortnight. Bateman records with no
shame that he was later sent an iron arrowhead which had been picked up by an onlooker
when an opening had first been made by him in l845.zt

When he attended personally, Bateman was prepared to wield the labourers' tools
himself, as the poem Barrow Digging makes clear:

With pick uprais'd still see him pause,

3f; :"lH?,&:."ilhf :'f#ilJ,i['-,
And wreck his hopes, like ship on rock.22

When caution was called for, the pickaxe and spade were put aside and the 'scratcher'
and trowel used instead.23 The degree of care sometimes taken is evident from records
of animal and vegetable matter, such as cloth, skins and wood, found in the graves.24
On the other hand, excavations showing lack of care are not kept secret, as at Stand
Lowe in 1845 when, 'there being no indications of bone, or change of colour in the soil,
the scrupulous care, so necessary on these occasions, was not used; consequently, the
hack was struck amongst a quantity of glass beads . . , . .'.2s Furthermore, re-examination
by Bateman of barrows previously excavated by himself or others sometimes revealed
that an earlier trench had passed within as little as six inches of a deposit.26

It will perhaps be useful to describe, by way of specific illustration, the opening of
the large mound called Gib Hill at Arbor Low. As a result of the exceptional size of
Gib Hill, the operations extended over several days and are recorded by Bateman in
journal form. On the first day a trench was begun in the top half of the mound, which
on the second day was dug through the centre. No interment being discovered, the trench
was widened on the third day. On the fourth day the trench was deepened and, still
no interment being found, the natural earth was bared over an area of 25 by 18 ft.
On the sixth day the party was driven to desperate measures and 'a tunnel was driven
from the west side of the trench at right angles, in the hope of finding an interment,
but after carrying it three or four yards it was deemed unsafe to continue it; and the
supporting timbers being knocked away previous to abandoning the work, the.whole
superstructure fell in, and, much to our surprise, revealed the interment near the top
of the mound, which we had been so laboriously seeking at its base . . . . . By the sudden
fall of the sides [of the cist] and the adjacent earth, a very pretty vase of small size was
crushed to pieces.'21 The cist was afterwards re-erected in the garden at Lomberdale
House but was later returned to the site.

,r{.*
'Excavation without publication is destruction' runs the archaeologists' maxim, and

to his credit Bateman published extensively and often at his own expense. His main works
arc Vestiges of the Antiquities of Derbyshire, Ten Years' Diggings (publishedin l86l only a
fortnighf before his death) arrd a catalogue of his museum.28 We therefore have a fair
record of the span of his archaeological career which ran approximately from 1843 until
1861. At the time of his death he was planning a catalogue of his manuscripts with
palaeographic and bibliographic notes, and a secondeditionofhismuseumcatalogue.2e
Vestiges ii as much a descriptive record of the general antiquities of Derbyshire and
of the memoranda of earlier barrow-openers as of Bateman's own work, and includes
tumuli, circles, rocking stones, earthwoiks, settlements, and later material up to medieval
times. Bateman himself considered that the most interesting and original section of the
book was that which gave 'notice of every tumulus hitherto opened in the county, of
which any record has been preserved' and added that 'though some of the earlier
discoveries may lack minuteneis, the writer flatters himself that the barrows opened under
his own immediate inspection are reported in such a manner as to render the work highly
useful as a book ofreference, on almost any subject connected with the sepulchral usages

of the Ancient Britons'.30
ln Ten Years' Diggings Bateman writes solely as practical archaeologist and offers 'a

greater amount of information respecting the primaeval sepulchres of Britain,, derived
from actual excavations than has ever appeared in a single work, except, perhaps, in
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the costly folios of Sir Richard Hoare's Ancient Wiltshire, which are in a great measure
useless to the scientific student, from an absence of any Craniological Notices or
Measurements'.31

Previously he had made many complimentary references to Hoare, but by this time
craniology was in vogue and Bateman in an appendix gave a list of skeletons, skulls
and separate bones. He also included an analysis of Celtic pottery, lists of barrows in
Derbyshire and Staffordshire, and of animal and vegetable substances, minerals and
rocks, which had been found in barrows. In the preface he was able to reflect with some
pride that it had rarely fallen to the lot of anyone else to record the systematic opening
of more than 400 tumuli by himself and fellow labourers. The fellow labourers were
principally Samuel Carrington, who opened the Staffordshire barrows on Bateman's
behalf, and James Ruddock, whose collection (and notes) relating to excavations in
North Yorkshire Bateman purchased. He published Ruddock's records in Diggings with
full acknowledgment, after correcting the bad English.

These two books were written for the general reader as well as for the specialist, a
fact made clear in the introductory chapters which attempt to 'throw vivid light upon
the domestic history of the rude and warlike Briton'.32 However, Bateman's books tend
to be more detailed than his papers, such as those which appeared in the Journal of
the British Archaeological Association. Furthermore, the books published under his own
supervision represent his own standards more accurately. Archaeological and antiquarian
societies at this time tended to be parsimonious and short-sighted, publishing only brief
and unspecific records of the more spectacular finds reported by their members and failing
to set reasonable standards of excavation and publication. Charles Roach Smith
complained: 'They preoccupy the ground; they find fault; they profess, and cajole their
members and others to write and cater for them. But the meetings being served, the
papers are thrown by as of no further use, or ifprinted are printed in an abridged state
with imperfect illustrations and edited probably by persons quite incompetent to
understand them.'33 Nevertheless, in the papers which Bateman contributed it is evident
that he spared no pains in reporting his own finds and in recording the discoveries of
others, details of which would otherwise have been lost for ever.34

We must assume that Bateman himself was responsible for the choice of subjects for
his papers and communications, which increasingly tended to emphasize the exceptional
(suCh as the rich Anglo-Saxon burial from Benty Grange) rather than the ordinary, but
an editorial hand may be responsible for the frequent lack of detail. A Roman bottle
is described as being'of the characteristic form', or an urn'of the usual globular shape',35
as if fellow antiquaries do not expect to be given the information demanded by the
general public. Where a notice in a journal is reduplicated in Diggings it is interesting
to note that the journal account is often more wordy but less informative. 'Without much
success' appears in a journal as 'without any satisfactory result', 'near the top of the
mound' is rendered 'embedded in the upper part of the barrow', and, with true decorum,
the crest of the helmet from Benty Grange is described as being not in the form of a
'hog' but of a 'pig'. Useful comparisons, as of the Benty Grange enamels to certain
seventh-century manuscripts, are made in Diggings but not in the corresponding journal
account.36

Despite some excellent recording work, Bateman's great fault lay in failing to preserve
accurate means of identifying the barrows which he investigated. At times he is reasonably
precise, given the absence of an acceptable Ordnance Survey standard, and attempts
to locate them by reference to local landmarks, such as 'to the right of the road from
Ashbourn to Buxton, near the eighth milestone from the latter place'. But more often
he is too imprecise, especially when dealing with a barrow which was considered
unimportant, such as when in 1847 'three unimportant barrows in the neighbourhood
of Thorpe were opened'. Sometimes a location is spelt differently at different points in
his reports.3T Noi does he always make clear the current location of the artefacts he
describes, although the implication is often that they are preserved in the writer's own
museum at Lomberdale House.
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The normal method of identifying a barrow is by its date of opening. This information
Bateman was not always able to give when describing his father's and earlier excavations,
but his own barrow openings are chronologically described and exactly dated from entries
in his journal. This presents no problem except where several barrows were examined
in one day (in which case 'the larger' or 'the smaller' is usually specified) and when
somtimes a barrow was reopened a number of times.38 This approach was useful to
Bateman in publishing the accounts of other barrow diggers which he received in letter
form. This was the case with Samuel Carrington, who dug the Staffordshire barrows for
Bateman and communicated his findings in neatly written correspondence. Bateman then
rewrote the letters, as he did the notes of James Ruddock, and incorporated them in
Ten Years' Diggings. From this and the information in Vesliges it can be calculated that
the numbers of barrows opened and published were as shown in Table l.

TrsrB I

Total
\o€

William Bateman
Thomas Bateman
Samuel Carrington
James Ruddock

GRAND TOTAL

1l
212
105
69

397

By present-day standards Bateman paid inadequate attention to the construction of
the barrows, and although he frequently gives a general idea of soil composition it is
clear that the basic principles of stratification have not been grasped. In the case of long
barrows or others containing stone structures he was reasonably descriptive, sometimes
making comparisons, for example with New Grange.ao He was aware of the difference
between primary and secondary interments, although the bulk of those which go under
the lattei name in his accounts would in today's terminology probably be labelled
'intrusive'.41 Only rarely does he record in the text the orientation of a skeleton, and
this information is seldom given in the illustrations of the barrows. More serious is the
omission of accurate dimensions. Barrow sizes, where given, are usually in yards
horizontally and feet vertically. In the absence of accurate surveying or reference points,
deposits have to be described as 'about four feet from the top of the barrow' or 'about
four yards from the middle'. One reference to 'measurement with a tape' suggests that
exceptional care was being taken on that occasion and implies that pacing was the more
usual method of determining a barrow's size.42 In illustrations, measurements tend to
be drawn on rough manuscript sketches but not to be included on the blocks prepared
for publication. When Bateman informed the British Archaeological Association in l85l
thaf 'he hrad a few days since cleared out the most complete and best preserved cist he
ever saw, but found that some one had been before him', the accompanying rough
sketch-plan by Llewellynn Jewitt had all the main dimensions marked.43lVlore polished
illustrations, however,'as well as having no scale or dimensions, frequently show details
of the construction of a barrow where no excavation actually took place. Under such
circumstances illustrations are partial reconstructions rather than an accurate record of
material examined. But drawinfs are not often given in Bateman's published works, most
barrows being unillustrated and described simply as 'small' or 'large' or 'spread over
a pretty latge area'.44

The lack of a consistent standard apparent in the description of barrows and structures
also affects the reporting of skeletons and artefacts. lt Vesttges and Diggings Bateman
did not adopt the practiie of marking the scale of a drawing, although this is sometimes
given in his manuscript sketches. Bateman himself was no artist, and the majority of
drawings were prepared for him by Frederick Lock, William Bowman and Llewellynn
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Jewitt. The re-use and loan of old blocks was a practice which inhibited the development
of a uniform standard of clear illustration. The usual practice was that important objects
were described in the text, such as 'a broadsword one yard long' or 'two iron knives,
about six inches in length', but the sizes of objects less important to Bateman, such as
'two smaller bits of iron', were left vague. We are told that Roman lead coffins from
York were of uniform width throughout, but not what this width or their other
dimensions were. The description of an iron knife as 'of the usual form' or of a bronze
celt as 'of great beauty' is equally useless, being indicative only of Bateman's personal
attitude to*ards the objects in question.4s In this respect, Bateman fell far short of his
avowed aim, which was 'with the utmost care and preciseness, to preserve a faithful
record of everything observed in the excavations (aided by accurate measurements and
drawings), and to cbllect and accumulate, with patient industry, every relic brought to
light'.lo

In interpreting and dating his material Bateman's wide experience served him well.
He made iross-ieferences to his own accounts and pertinent allusions to the works of
others. Wisely, he did not attempt any firm dating of the prehistoric remains he came
across, but constructed a useful relative chronology for the objects in his possession.
Where it was possible to assign an approximate date, in the case -of the Roman or Saxon
material, Bateman, though modest in his conjecture, was not often wrong. It Yestiges,
for instance, he is probably quite correct in his list of barrows containing Anglo-Saxon
material, and his 6elief that no purely Anglo-Saxon barrows existed in the Derbyshire
region is reasonable on the basis of the evidence then available. After the discovery_of
the burial at Benty Grange, however, he changed his mind and was inclined thereafter
to assign many skeletons and artefacts to the Anglo-Sa1on p-erlod which he had formerly
considered to-be Romano-British. It was here that his wide knowledge of illurninated
manuscripts made very useful comparisons possible.4T He was sometimes wrong- i 

-'r 
his

interpretation of objects, believing the bronze boar crest on the Benty Grange helmet
to be carved in iron and rusted chains from a hanging-bowl to be the remains of a cuirass
of mail, but he recognised that the frame had originally been covered with plates of
horn and correctly identified the silver cross on the nasal which is now only clearly visible
in a radiograph.as On another occasion he had the good selse to submit vegetable-matter
to microscope inspection, from which the remains of an ashen spear shaft were
distinguished.ae

Bateman was remarkably free from romanticism, believing it incompatible with his
status as a man of science. He was aware of the follies of 'the old school of
antiquarianism' and refers with gentle disparagement to .'Druids' Barrows' which
Stukeley named 'without any substantial grounds'. When genuinely affected by the_beauty
of an uiland scene he allows some modest fancy to heighten hisprose. When confronted
by a particularly fine tumulus he reflected that it 'cannot be looked upon without_ at
once carrying the mind back through scores of centuries, until one would hardly feel
surprise ai seeing a Druid or a British hunter stop in his solitary path across the_lill
to pay his tribute of respect to the hill of grave-s'.S0, Rarely, though, does Bateman allow
conjecture to enter his accounts, except in a few instances, such as when he describes
random objects as 'possibly cast into the mound during its construction by mourners
and friends ofthe deceased, as tokens ofrespect', or reflects upon'the primeval beauty
over whose mouldering remains this barrow had been raised by the hand of affection',
or on the boar's tusks in the hunter's grave which were 'the trophies of some, perhaps
his last, sylvan triumph'. He promises us facts, and this, on the whole, is what we are
given.st !* ,r *

Bateman's excavations and purchases gave rise to what contemporaries considered to
be 'such a collection of Celtic-remains, as no other museum, public or private, has, or
even can contain'.52 Its contents, which were by no means all from barrows, comprised
five unequal divisions. First, the antiquities of the Celtic, Roman, Romano-British and
TeutoniC (or Iron) periods; secondly, the ethnographical collections of Egyptian,
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Etruscan and Greek antiquities; next, relics connected with remarkable persons and
localities (such as 'a small portion of skin, from the body of Lord Darnley, husband
of Mary Queen of Scots');53 fourthly, arms and armour; and last, items of interest for
their design and technique of manufacture. In the 1855 catalogue, items are distinguished
according to their acquisition as either from the collections of Thomas or William
Bateman, Carrington or Ruddock, purchases or donations. There are some 535 catalogue
entries relating to Thomas Bateman's discoveries, 316 to Carrington's, 2l I to Ruddock's,
176 to William Bateman's, and over 1,000 entries refer to British antiquities purchased.
In all, the catalogue contains over 3,500 entries, many relating to groupi of items,
representing the extent of the collection six years before Bateman's death.-

The expense at which this vast collection was acquired can only be imperfectly
ascertained from the surviving account books. The manuscript Museum Books show that
William Bateman was in the practice of making frequent payments of a few pence for
'blades and scales of stone', a practice which his son continued with characteristic method
and regularity. Thomas, in fact, recorded by date every item acquired, whether '3 flints
from Staley's land, May 2nd 1849, found by Sarah', 'trifling articles from three barrows
near Ballidon, August 4th 1849', or'cuckoo shot at Middleton, August llth 1849'.
Nothing is too insignificant for record in the Museum Books. Items are sometimes
bracketed together as being from Carrington, and discounts meticulously noted for the
larger purchasess4. However it is the correspondence which gives the fullest picture of
his financial dealings, particularly the letters from James Ruddock on the purchase of
items from barrows opened in North Yorkshire. For the first part of the collection
Ruddock named f60 as his price, claiming that Lord Londesboiough and others were
anxious to purchase. Bateman replied by requesting some details of the items. Ruddock's
information was along the lines of 'urns, perfect' or 'urns, imperfect', but on this basis
Bateman agreed. However, it appears that he was disappointed,feeling that the collection
had been over-valued and noting that it was 'a few urns short'. To this Ruddock replied,
'what with my expenses and mens' wages it has cost me 8t [imes] more than the price
I fixed on them'. Ruddock later agreed to sell a further section of his collection to
Bateman, though he claimed that he got for it far less than he had hoped. He once asked
Bateman to value some skulls and send one back 'for the gentleman who I have been
employed by'who would give ten or twelve shillings for one, though he was'not particular
to a few shillings'. Despite these distasteful and ungentlemanly hagglings, Bateman
continued purchasing from this source even beyond Ruddock's death, when we read that
the bereaved Mrs. Ruddock, having no regard for the rigorous treatment of the carriers,
failed to pack some urns securely so that they arrived in pieces.ss Bateman experienced
the results of the rough handling of the post on several oicasions, and publicly advised
against the sending of small items by this means as 'the officials whose duty it is to stamp
the letters, will invariably do so most vigorously upon the object enclosed, if, by any
swelling of the envelope, its presence is betrayed either to sight or touch'.56

'Next to the value of the museum and its amazing extent', wrote a reporter of the
British Archaeological Association visit in 1851,s7'is the beautiful classification under
which the specimens are arranged, and the facility with which every object can be
examined and understood'. Certainly, Bateman spared no pains in making the museum
accessible and useful to all, and prepared in 1853 a neatly written Synopsis of Contents
'for the use of friends who take a cursory view of the collection'. In the published
catalogue Bateman avowed minuteness 'at the risk of being tiresome' in recording the
localities of the finds, but this is a claim which is not borne out by entries such as 'six
whetstones from different barrows opened in 1843' or 'two flints found. . . . . in two
mounds near Wetton l8th July 1846'.s8It is not surprising, in view of the scope of the
undertaking, that there are occasional discrepancies between the catalogue entries and
the published accounts of the excavations.se But it would be petty to disparage the
magnitude and the serious purpose of a collection which contained as many as 146
examples of 'calcined bone'. One matter for regret is the subsequent disappearance of
a number of items of which the importance is only now recognized.60
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Bateman realised with foresight 'the uncertainty attending the preservation and
transmission of all private collections' and this was one of the reasons for the attention
which he paid to the arrangement of the museum and its catalogue. _Qut- Bateman's
collection ?equired Batemafs presence, and not unnaturally Thomas.William proved
to be a rather different man frofr his father and was unable to maintain it. Arrangements
were therefore made for the removal of most of the contents to the Sheffield Public
Museum in 1876. An inspection visit by members of the Libraries and Museums
Committee led to the following prosaic report to the Council:

The collection, as at present stored in the house at Lomberdale,.occupies five apartments (exclusive

oillUriiv), uiioitows'; One outbuilding, about l5 feet by 4, containing largg stone--crosses, sculpt-ures,

acliio.i'f,o-an, Saion, and other giives. One corridor, containing leadel coffins with embalmed
f,-jdi.r1,1;6tllpffi;, &c. Rdom No. l-contains glazed tab[e case, about |2_feet long by 6 feet wide,
;;'haiof'*iii"t'li ntt"a beneath with draweirs. Around the ioom are 13 wall c-ases, each about
s ii. hi"h bv 2* ft. wide: these are filled (together with 20 gJazed frames, each a foot square) with
1,6*t.'ibrirAio g."u. diggings &c., an{ il-nclude flint ariow heads and other flint and bronze
;ftl|;J; t$ries -of skullsl-nuhbering about 100, of .very great interest to stude_nts of.craniologY;
neiftic"i and other persorial ornameits of great-variety; dr,esses a-nd articles of wearing gPParel;
ilomin poiie.V ind^lamps; glass, bronzesi&c., Besides^these, there are cases containing-two
*"..i"i in dooden io6ni,"and'complete skeletons of Saxon man and woman. Room No. 2
;;6i*; 

";rtlnieresifu 
*ies of pottery from the N91ma-n period to the present day, arranged

in four wall caies similar to those in Room No. I . Room No. 3 contains a series of fossils, principally
iio. iti caiU;rifaioil limestone of Derbyshire, and comprising many specimer-rs of. great rarity;
ajio a nrm6er of miscellaneous objects of iratural history, ihiefly molusca and other invertebrates,
arranged in two table cases fitted with drawers.6l

At the death of Thomas William it became possible for the collection to be sold.
The price fixed for the British antiquities which were offered to Sheffield was f,1,600,

the 6ther items being dispersed by auction. Even at this price there were compla.ints
from a correspondenf to the local'newspaper that the average p-rice per_ite-m 

-w_o_uld 
be

uUort tO shillilngs and that there were atie6ay crania enough-in the own Hall.6z Happily
such considerations were not heeded.

,1.**

It is salutary to consider also Bateman's near contemporaries, from whose work it
is immediately apparent that though many were superior [o him in certain respects they
were much inierior in others. Only-in the i880s did an acceptable standard of excavation,
recording and publication develop. Until this time, and l9r .m3ny ye.ars afterwards, a

feature oT ttre puUtished accounts (including Bateman's) is their inconsistency. There ar.e

many excellart ideas which ar" not rigoroisly and consistently applied, with the result
i[uiit. development of the subject rias slo'i and halting uniil itie-great leap fgtYgl
ca-. *itt ttre plublication of thehrst volume of Excavations in Cranborne Chase in 1887

by General Pitt-Rivers.63
We find that even as early as 1723 the attitude of Dr. William Stukeley was gPite

for*ard-looking and that his publications contain many felicitous observations and ideas

that were not tiken up. It ii well known that in the iatter part of his career S19k-epV

began to postulate preiosterous Druidical theories, as a result of which he lost all claim
to"ieriout archaeolofical purpose, but his early book, Itinerarium Curiosum, is a

ii*u*uUty objective 
-u""orirt df his travels in Enfland. H_e-was an excellent artist, and

tris;grouniplois and prospects' show some very idvanced features. His '.copper prints'
of th"e grouridplots sometiries include a clear ori6ntation and a scale of En^glish olRoman
feet, bit at oiher times they are accompanied by only one o_r n-either of these features.
His' 'prospects' sometimei are also irawn to scale, and that of the Dorchester
amphithedtre is accompanied by sections showing surface features along the shorter and
i;!t diameters. TherL are skeiches of sculptureil crosses with dimensions marked, and
an Tndex of plates-in all, much to supp6rt his view that ' 'tis evident how, proper
engravings aie to preserve the memory of thiqss, and how much better an idea they
convey to the mind than written descriptions'.6a

More immediately relevant to Bateman is the work of those whose careers were more
nearly collateral wi[h tris and who achieved, like him, some degree of fame. Such men
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would include Sir Richard Hoare, Charles Warne, William Greenwell and J. R.
Mortimer. Hoare has already been mentioned as a pioneer whom Bateman admired but
learned to criticise for his lack of care in treating the crania. Certainly this carelessness
extended to his excavations of the Wiltshire and Dorsetshire barrows between l8l0 and
1820, and we learn that he sometimes disported himself in rich men's houses and
'instructed his men to dig down from the top until they got to the level of the natural
soil, when they were to send or wait for him. On his arrival the search was continued,
and the cist, if any, examined in his presence'.6s This should not be allowed to detract
from the value of his magnificent Ancient Wiltshire, published from the notes of his
colleague William Cunnington, which has been praised for its literary merit as well as
for its illustrations and maps.66

Charles Warne's Ancient Dorset is equally large in format, and a far cry from the
practical octavo volumes of Bateman. [t contains plans of earthworks, sketch maps
showing the location of barrows, sometimes with orientation and scale in chains, oblique
views, and sections giving surface shapes and the measurements of slopes. Artefacts are
rarely drawn to clear scale, but sizes are usually specified in the text. In all, it is a useful
record often of work done by others, but much less consistent and controlled than
Vesliges or Diggings.6T

Greenwell's British Barrows and Mortimer's Forty Yeqrs' Researches are more closely
comparable, being the products of actual excavations carried out mainly in the 40 years
following Bateman's death. William Greenwell's magnum opus occupies a monumental
736 pages. It has a good analytical introduction, a description ofexcavated barrows by
county and parish, tables, craniological analysis, remarks on flora and fauna, and an
index. It is impossible to identify many of his barrows, which are given only an imprecise
map reference and located as generally as 'on the western ridge of the wolds'. We are
told something of his excavation technique:'My practice has always been to drive a
trench, the width of the barrow as it was originally constituted and before it was
enlarged by being ploughed down, from south to north, through and beyond its
centre; . . . . . in yery many cases, however, I have turned over the whole mound.'
Despite his self-righteous air, he neglects to tell us how he was able to determine the
original dimensions of a barrow before putting spade to ground, and his terminology
betrays a relic-getting mentality which his pupil, Pitt-Rivers, was the first to shake off.
Greenwell records proudly of one barrow that 'quite a small museum of warlike,
domestic, and personal relics was furnished by the results of a fortnight's digging'.68

His great rival in East Yorkshire was J. R. Mortimer, whose Forty Years' Researches
shows some improvements. It is illustrated by over a thousand drawings made by his
daughter. Here the barrows are clearly marked on a large map, and the orientation
usually given on the smaller sketches. Good use is made of the newly available
photography in the reporting of small finds, most of which have a clear scale.
There are elements of a statistical approach in the tables, which list such information
as the nature of the interment, the orientation of the body and the type of grave goods.
There are sections which give the approximate strata, but most of these are drawn to
too small a scale so that their value is lost. Furthermore, the excavation technique does
not seem greatly to have improved, for trenches and holes were still the standard
method.6e

Up and down the country there were scores of less famous men in the second half
of the 19th century engaging in the popular pastime of barrow-opening. Some published
their results, the majority did not; some worked to a high standard, the majority only
to what was expedient. Of course, this was a rich man's hobby and an excavator of
limited means usually only got his work published with the help of a wealthy patron.
Such an excavator, gifted with remarkable care and foresight, was one Benjamin Barrow,
who in 1855 published an account of 12 tumuli opened in five days of labour on the
Isle of Wight. It contains a sketch map of the area with the mounds clearly marked,
orientation, distances between barrows in feet, and sextant readings in relation to a sea

mark, likely to form 'a most useful reference in regard to future excavations'. The
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investigations were carried as much as two feet into the natural earth. A microscope
was used to examine charcoal to determine whether it was animal or vegetable matter,
and (we are told) a chemist to whom a sample was submitted pronounced it to be animal
on the grounds that it gave off fumes and effervescence when immersed in sulphuric
acid.To

On the other hand, Rooke Pennington, whose excavations were undertaken to provide
specimens for the Castleton Museum (not the present one) can_.be siqelg{_qu1 a_s_the

cbmplete antithesis. His reports (if such they can be called), published in 1877 in Notes
on the Barrows and Bone-Caves of Derbyshire, display a thoroughly cavalier attitude, of
which the following account of a barrow opening in 1876 is an example:

We began from the south, but, after pegging away for half a _day, we were disgqqted to find- that
it had -been already [src] rifled at some dlsiant period. Human bones were plentifully strewn abo-ut,
and we got many-piecBi of two fine urns; thoie who had been before us had no doubt been after
treasurelas non6 6f these things had been at all regarded..... P-erhaps more would have been
found but that we turned sulky at our disappointment and gave up the search. We had a very rough
time of it on this moor; wind and very cold rain ended up in mist, through which we had to grope
our way home.

After which he has the presumption to state:
Let it not be thought that because a description is short the work of barrow-opening_is quickly
over. . . . . Cautious perseverance and a bright look-out are the requisites for success.Tl

Finally, brief mention must be made of A. H. L.-F. Pitt-Rivers, wit! whom began
a new era in archaeology. So exacting were his standards that they have lot beert
surpassed. His military tr'-aining prompied him to work, through his own skilled staff,
to the highest degree 6f thoroughness and accuracy. He had a so-und understanding of
stratificai=ion and a revolutionary awareness of the importance of colnmon objects and
materials, such as those found in rubbish pits. Aware, too, that what might seem

insignificant to his generation might be impoftant in the future, he attempted to.. record
.u.iy detuil, believing that a diicovery oirly dated from the time_ of ifs pu-blication.
It wbuld be iedious to list the many exielleniies of his illustrations, but special mention
should be made of the beautiful 

-drawings of bones of all sorts, even including the
metatarsals and metacarpals of ancient and modern sheep for comparative purposes.
He also had models and ieconstructions made of earthworks and villages, and exhibited
these with his collection of finds in his own Museum. It seems as if everything he did
bore out his assertion that'so far from barrow digging and camp excavation having
been worked out, as I understand some persons have asserted, it has hardly yet
commenced upon a thorough system'.?2

But how does Bateman compare? Not with Pitt-Rivers, certainly, but amongst lis
nearer-contemporaries quite favourably in several respects. In _particllar, his special
achievement ri,as in reiording and rescuing the antiquities of Derbyshire . 

and the
adjoining counties which worild otherwise fiave been lost for ever. Industrious and
m6thodidal, he was specially suited to collect together the notes and jottings of lesser
men, making of theni a coherent account complementary to his, own excavation and
antiquarian iecords. Even though his reports have some obvious shortcomings, they are
factu^al, accessible and clear. There cai be no doubt, also, that many of the site9.l1e
excavated were fast disappearing. He himself mentions some of the hazards to which
barrows were subject-l6veling, deep plooughing, removal by those in search of stone
or minerals, cultiiration of waite landi the making of lime kilns, quarrying o-f land on
which barrows were situated, tree-planting, and vandalism. Other diggers frequently
preserved no record at all, and one 

-party 
erren went so far as to bre_ak an urn to pieces

to that each individual might possdss a momento of the occasion.T3 Bateman, on.the
other hand, seems to have-been endowed with a commendable sense of conservation,
to which this remark ftom Baruow-Digging bears witness:

Then carefully replace the soil
Nor for a moment stand, till
The Lowe, by scientific, toil
Is robed in its green mantle.
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And lest some future barrow knight
A cutting here should make in,
And seaich in vain from morn till night
For what we've just now taken;
A leaden label we enclose
In pity of such late man,

X[Ti"?"43',l",1,'l r:ur$i,rtt t]oo"'
Bateman himself should perhaps be given the last word:

We are indebted to the well-directed efforts of the older archaeologists, and to the interesting facts
pe.petuated by them, atthough their own deductions were nof unfrequenlly erroneous. This,
irooiever, was a consequence irore attributable to the uncertain nature of the study, then in.its
infancy,'than to any d'efect of judgement or intelligence in the men themselves, whose mistakes
we should treat with lenity.zs

This might serve as his own epitaph.
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Thomas Bateman, drawn by Llewellyn Jewitt, and lithographed by Bemrose of Derby,
from The Reliquary ll



Frontispiece of Barrow Digging by a A Barrow Kzrgftt showing work at Taylor's Lowe,
Wetton, May 1845

The Interior of Thomas Bateman's Museum, drawn and lithographed by w. Bowman


